
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lack of correct grammar needs our full attention 
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Driving home the other day, I noticed a huge hand-painted sign on a major street that said, "Loose weight fast!" Wow, I thought, I've been trying to lose 
weight for a long time, but I don't need any more loose weight. I've got plenty of that despite the fact that I've been working out. 
 
We see signs all the time in the El Paso area that contain misspelled words or are grammatically incorrect in some other form or fashion, and we often 
fail to think twice about them. As a matter of fact, many times we are not even cognitively aware that there is something amiss. Apparently, the rules of 
written language have lost their value and significance to a great number of the general public. 
 
It's not only the signs that reflect our lack of grammar, but also music we listen to, work e-mails and publications we send out, and even what we watch 
on TV. A currently popular song you might catch on your radio proudly bears the title "The Way I Are." A commercial on TV urges El Pasoans to attend 
school in order to get a good-paying job. I have even encountered invitations passed out by teachers to their students' parents with the words "Your 
invited!" in bold print on the cover. 
 
Really, what message are we sending out to the community with our lack of correct grammar use? 
 
Just recently, I was watching an episode of "Sex and the City" in which Carrie calls Natasha an idiot. "The woman can't write," Carrie says. Natasha had 
written her a thank-you note for attending a Women in the Arts event. Natasha's note read "Thank you for attending the luncheon. Sorry I couldn't be 
their." 
 
Carrie finds immense satisfaction in this because she feels that even though this girl is beautiful and married to the man that Carrie lost, Natasha is 
worthless because she is not able to send a greeting card without making a grammatical mistake. I wonder, is this what others think about us when they 
come to El Paso? 
 
Here in our area, we have many success stories of people who have struggled and overcome great difficulties in an attempt to live the American dream. 
Sometimes we see those grammatically incorrect signs over family-owned businesses and think that just because El Paso is a border town with many of 
the inhabitants being bilingual, it is quite all right if the English we display isn't perfect. 
 
However, speaking as a bilingual American myself, I believe we Hispanics have to doubly prove ourselves. Being bilingual does not mean that we semi-
know two languages, but rather that we have mastery of both. We need to stop slaughtering language, because in doing so, we might give visitors the 
idea that El Pasoans can't learn English correctly. 
 
So, how can we accomplish this? If the correct/ incorrect use of the English language in our area really has become no big deal, maybe it should be 
addressed as a big deal. If we want the rest of the nation to respect us, to learn from the example of our hard-working community, then we ought to 
begin paying some attention to correct grammar use in what we write. Then, hopefully, you can attend your child's award ceremonies to which you're 
invited. Hopefully, El Pasoans can acquire jobs that pay well, rather than good-paying jobs. And we can even feel better about losing weight. 
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